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About the host family and the daily life.

What do you think of the daily routine in your host family? 5
responses
The daily routine was good
I like it very much
Their routine life is normal
it was good
it was a normal daily routine just like in Greece

What are the differences compared to your family? 5 responses
In my family we have more freedom
The main difference is about the type offood and the time of dinner. They eat a lot of
vegetables and they have dinner at 6:00. In my family we have dinner at 8:00
We eat different hours and we have more intense routine compared to theirs
the times of the dinner
they do not have the presure of the crisis

What can you learn from your host family and their habits? 5
responses
To have program
I can learn better communication that will help me in my life
Their lifestyle is not stressing as ours so I learned to take things easy
to be organised
how to be more organizing with my room

What could you learn them?2 responses
How not to be so serious
I could learn them the culture of Greece
I could teach them about our cuisine and our different culture
our habits
The greek cousine

About Hoogeveen and the surroundings

What do you like about Hoogeveen, the school, ect.?2 responses
The center , the school
I like the buildings of Hoogeveen, the bikes and of course the school
I liked the nature the and the well-structed buildings and houses
the center and the organisation
the best think in Hoogeveen and the school was that there are so many things and lessons to
see, and that they very organizing.

What would you want to improve?2 responses
Nothing
Nothing
I would not improve anything as it was perfect
nothing
Nothing everything was perfect.

About the project

What is the best thing you experienced on the 1st day
(Monday) - travel day?2 responses
The best thing was that I tried not to be shy
We played family games
I met new kids and new teachers and I liked the activity that the teachers had prepared
the meeting with the family
The best thing about the 1st day was the flight in the airplain because I have never been in a
plain before.

What is the best thing you experienced on the 2nd day
(Tuesday) - start project meeting ? 5 responses
Knowing the other students
The meeting with all the kids and teachers in school
I liked the activities
the meeting with the children and the co-operation
The best thing about the second was that I made new friends from all the countries and that I
saw the school and the center of Hoogeveen.

What is the best thing you experienced on the 3rd day
(Wednesday) - project meeting/Kamp Westerbork? 5 responses
The Kamp Westerbork
The kamp westerbork was very interesting
I loved the museum and I saw their monuments
the Kamp Westerbork
The best thing about the 3rd day was that me and my group start making our project and that
we saw the
Kamp Westerbork and movie about it.

What is the best thing you experienced on the 4th day
(Thursday) - project meeting/Wildlands Emmen Zoo? 5 responses
The Zoo, it was amazing
The rollercoaster
I really liked the zoo and the colorful butterflies they had
the Wildlands Emmen Zoo
The best thing about the 4th day was that me and my group make some progress with our
project and that we went to the Wildlands Emmen Zoo and having so much fun watching the
animals and going to the roller coster.

What is the best thing you experienced on the 5th day (Friday)
- last project meeting/preparation/De Bonte Wever? 5 responses
The days at the swimming pool was the best day . The swimming pool was amazing too
The pool was perfect

The swimming pool was great and had many activities to participate in
the swimming pool
The best thing about the 5th day was that me and my group finished our project and that we
went to the De Bonte Wever and having fun with my friends in the swimming pool.

What is the best thing you experienced on the 6th day
(Saturday) - Visit to Amsterdam? 5 responses
The free hour in Amsterdam was the last best hours
I loved the whole place
Amsterdam was a place that I wanted to visit from the first place and I was amazed at how big
it was
the amazing Amsterdam and the party
The best thing about the 6th day was the Nemo science museum because we saw many
interesting things.Also me and my friends saw the Amsterdam and after that we went to a
party at school and we had so much fun by eating food, listening to music and dancing.

What is the best thing you experienced on the 7th day
(Sunday) - Family day/travel day? 5 responses
The last breakfast we ate all together
It was sad because I left all the friends from other countries behind. There is not best thing I
think
I did not really liked that day as I had to say goodbye to my hosting family
the launch we ate all together
The 7th day it was a sad day because we didn't want to leave from Hoogeveen but it was also
a good day because we were all together for one last time and say goodbye and that we will
meet again.

Were the project and the corresponding activities clear? 5
responses
Very much
Very much
Very much
Very much
Very much

Were you satisfied about your product? 5 responses

Quit
Quit
Very much
Quit
Very much

Were you satisfied about the group you worked with? 5 responses
Very much
Quit
Very much
Quit
Very much

About yourself

What did you learn this week? 5 responses
How not to be shy , how to work with a program
I learn a lot about life in Hoogeveen
I learned to cooperate and associate with other children and I practiced my english
how to co-operate
To working in a team and about life in Hoogeveen.

What did you learn about yourself this week? 5 responses
That I can do more things than I believe I can
I don't know
I learned that I am not afraid of plains and I can cope being away from my country and family
that i am more outgoing than i believed
I learned that family is not only your parents or your brothers, family is the people that making
you feel like home and love you.

What did you like most? 5 responses

The day at the swimming pool
Amsterdam
I liked pretty much everything
the Amsterdam
The swimming pool.

What didn't you like? 5 responses
I would like to be more out at the centre!
I liked all activities
I do not have anything to say because I liked everything
the food
Nothing, I loved every moment in Hoogeveen.

What was the most valuable thing this week? 5 responses
The connection between all the children
The communication
I loved my host family
the friendship with the children
That I make new friendships with kids from other countries.

What would you change the next time? It can be about all the
things this week. 5 responses
Maybe nothing
Nothing
I would change the time of the activities as they took so long and we were tired
to be hosted from older children
Nothing.

Please make notes of the meetings and write a report for the
website. 5 responses

No responses yet for this question.
No responses yet for this question.
No responses yet for this question.
It was fantastic and I would do it again
No responses yet for this question.
The meetings was very interesting because I learned so much interesting things and also I
loved the week in Hoogeveen and the family that host me and also all the kids from every
country because we now on we are a big family.

